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In March 1724 a justice of the peace from Bristol, Massachusetts issued a warrant to the 

local sheriff for the arrest of three Wampanoag men from nearby Dartmouth, known to English 

colonists as Joseph Annunksoo, Benjamin Abel, and Howland Skipper. Four months earlier, in 

November 1723, the three killed a dog belonging to one local colonist and hung it up in front of 

the house of another. The language of the warrant focused on the damages due the dog’s owner 

but said nothing about the Indians’ motives.  Yet the incident was about far more than a dead 

canine.  A deeply symbolic gesture, the animal was killed because the Wampanoag were going 

to war. It was an offering to a god they called Cheepi, and they thought it would ensure their 

success. The three had enlisted to fight alongside the English in an all-Wampanoag company in 

the Massachusetts provincial army, as they, their fathers and grandfathers had done repeatedly 

over the past fifty years—following the conquest and incorporation of their lands into English 

colonial jurisdictions as a result of King Philip’s War (1675-1676). They were to take part in an 

expedition against the Abenaki of the Kennebec River region. This campaign was part of a 

conflict called Governor Drummer’s War (1722-1726) by colonists, but known to the Wabanaki 

as the fourth in a series of conflicts to defend their homeland, Wabanakia, from colonial 

invaders.
1
 Lieutenant Richard Bourne, the commander who recruited the three men along with 

almost fifty others from among the Wampanoag and Nauset, was well known to the tribal 

peoples of southeastern Massachusetts. He was great-grandson and namesake of the missionary 

who introduced Protestant Christianity to the Wampanoag sixty years earlier, and related to 

colony officials with authority to oversee tribal lands and Indian affairs on nearby Cape Cod.
2
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Clearly no Christian ceremony, the sacrifice of dogs to obtain supernatural aid and 

protection during war was a common ritual among northeastern Algonquian groups.  Widespread 

before contact, the rite was also conducted for healing and divination and as an offering to 

supernatural beings. Historically, the practice has been most associated with the Haudenosaunee 

(Iroquois) and the Anishinaabe (Ojibwa), who usually burned and sometimes ate the dog, but 

variations on the ritual were practiced all over the Northeast.  Descriptions often note the dog or 

dogs were strangled and the carcass hung on the end of a pole.  This was what Annunksoo, Abel 

and Skipper did in Dartmouth in 1723—during a period when it has been assumed most 

Wampanoag in the area had converted to Christianity and had at least superficially adopted 

aspects of British colonial culture.  They hung the dog’s body from the tongue of a wagon—the 

bar protruding from the front of the vehicle that horses or oxen are attached to.  The last time 

such a ritual was recorded in that part of southern New England was sixty years earlier, prior to 

King Philip’s War. Ostensibly Protestants, the incident shows that some Wampanoag maintained 

older religious beliefs or at least blended them with newer Christian practices, phenomena long-

noted and much-studied by modern ethnohistorians.
3
 But it also shows that martial traditions 

associated with Wampanoag ways of war also persisted in the setting of the colonial military.
4
  A 

powerful affirmation of the warrior ethos that traditionally defined the existence of indigenous 

males in the region, the ritual sent a clear message to Quakers who had recently won converts 

among the local Wampanoag. The dog’s carcass was hung up in front of the home of the most 

prominent Quaker family in the region, the Slocums. The group were staunch pacifists. Rather 

than a rejection of war, a clearer statement of the survival of Wampanoag warrior identity and 

traditions under colonialism would be harder to find.  They were advertising the fact that they 

were still warriors. Following their action, Annunksoo, Abel and Skipper spent four months 
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patrolling the woods of southern Maine as part of Bourne’s company, several hundred miles to 

the north and far beyond the reach of Bristol’s authorities. Upon their return they were arrested.
5
 

Wampanoags serving as soldiers for the British played a vital role in colonists’ military 

forays into the Northeastern borderlands during King William’s, Queen Anne’s, and Governor 

Drummer’s Wars.  By the 1680s and 1690s Indians from southern New England routinely served 

in the colonial military, making up as much as a fifth to a quarter of the troops on early 

offensives.  Usually led by native officers, the Wampanoag served in autonomous units that 

patrolled the frontier and attacked enemy Indian (usually Abenaki) and French settlements.  

Short, seasonal military campaigns, the norm in colonial New England at the time, allowed them 

to work military service into pre-existing cultural and economic patterns with minimal disruption 

to native lifeways. As a result, and in spite of other economic and cultural transformations 

affecting their lives, war remained both an important activity and rite of passage for Wampanoag 

men well into the eighteenth century. Yet Wampanoag attitudes towards war sometimes clashed 

with English martial traditions. As a result, colonial officers often found them (and other natives) 

difficult to deal with.  Nonetheless, the two accommodated to each other’s martial customs and 

organization.  But starting in Queen Anne’s War, economic exploitation began to undercut the 

benefits warrior status provided to Indian men and was symptomatic of the increasing economic 

and cultural oppression natives from the region faced under colonialism.
6
 

Observers had long noted the importance of war to native masculinity. One missionary in 

the region noted in 1723 that “the occupation of the men is hunting or war,”
7
 and that “the only 

way of acquiring public esteem and regard is . . . to gain the reputation of a good warrior; it is 

chiefly in this . . . that they make their merit consist, and it is this which they call being truly a 

man.”
8
   Even after the Wampanoag were conquered in King Philip’s War and many had 

converted to Christianity in the 1670s, hunting and warfare—linked activities in Algonquian 
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culture—continued to have cultural and spiritual significance.  Sacrificing part of a kill to the 

‘keeper of the game,’ fasting before hunts, seeking visions that revealed prey, warding off evil 

spirits, and ritualized ways of processing game ensured successful hunting.
9
  In modified form 

these same observances applied to war. New England Algonquians sought spiritual protection 

during conflicts by invoking their own gods or helper spirits, and through ritual purification, 

special adornment, and, later (or alongside), prayers to Jesus.
10

  

Throughout the seventeenth century, Wampanoag men participated in war parties 

organized along kinship lines that travelled far from their homes for extended periods, providing 

them opportunities to test their bravery.
11

  Typically groups of twenty to forty men, sometimes 

more, were led by expert military leaders, known as pneise, or pneisok who practiced powerful 

ritual magic as well as instructing other men in the art of war.  Prestige, plunder and captives 

were prime motivators, yet raids also fulfilled other social, economic, and political obligations. 

As a result of contact with Europeans, by the time of King Philip’s War, both Wampanoag and 

British ways of war had evolved, and were characterized by the destruction of villages, crops and 

livestock, and the routine slaughter or torture of non-combatants.
12

  

During later conflicts, King William’s and Queen Anne’s wars specifically, recruiting 

Wampanoag troops was largely the task of one man and later his sons.  Drawing on his 

experience during King Philip’s War, over a period of twenty-three years between 1689 and1712 

Benjamin Church recruited hundreds of natives to serve on a dozen British colonial campaigns 

against the Wabanaki Confederacy and the French.  Initially Massachusetts’ solution to attacks 

on its frontier settlements during wartime was to send Indians from southern New England to 

wreak the same “murders and outrages” and “destruction” upon the Indians of northern New 

England.  Similar in organization and execution, the campaigns Church led all had the same 

strategic goal—attack indigenous villages along Maine’s three largest river systems: the 
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Androscoggin, Kennebec, and Penobscot.  Recruiting took place in summer.  His later missions 

(1696 and 1704) were more ambitious and included attacks on the French and Mi’kmaq in 

Acadia (now Nova Scotia).  They typically started in early September and none lasted longer 

than four months.  Church’s 1689 orders set the tenor. According to the Massachusetts governor, 

he and his Indians were to “march to the headquarters of the enemy, as they have advice and 

encouragement, to cut up their corn, and take their women and children if they miss the 

opportunity of destroying the fighting men.”
13

 This was as much a war on Wabanakia’s 

noncombatants and their resources as it was about engaging its fighting men.  

Church’s expeditionary forces ranged from two hundred and fifty to six hundred men, 

which included between one hundred to one hundred and fifty Wampanoag warriors—roughly a 

quarter to a half of his force depending on the mission.
14

  They were recruited from Plymouth 

Colony (annexed by Massachusetts in 1692), and often divided into three companies—one from 

what became Bristol County, another from what became Plymouth County, and a third from 

Barnstable County (Cape Cod).  His Indian officers included a number of veteran Wampanoag 

pneise, including Numpas and Lightfoot from Saconet, and Captain Amos of Mashpee.  Another 

war leader, Captain Daniel, led Nausets recruited from the outer Cape.  Accounts show 

Numpas’s company contained sixty-four men, Amos’s thirty-four, and Captain Daniel’s about 

thirty.  Given an adult male population of seven hundred and nineteen, counted in a census taken 

four years before Church’s first mission, this represents one fifth of all mainland Wampanoag 

men.
15

  All Church’s troops, English and Indian, were given wages, a share of captives and 

plunder, and paid bounties for taking Wabanaki scalps.
16

   

War continued to have distinctive meanings to Wampanoag warriors who fought for 

Church on these campaign. They continued to conduct war ceremonies, particularly those 

surrounding the appointment of war captains, like the one Church famously described in his 
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memoir in the spring of 1676 during King Philip’s War.  Through diplomatic negotiations and a 

ritual dance with the sunksquaw Awashonks, Church won over the Saconet band from Philip’s 

side. By this point the Narragansett, Philip’s Wampanoag supporters, and their Nipmuc allies 

were in full retreat. Death or enslavement awaited those who continued to fight.  Church’s offer 

to join the English provided the best chance at avoiding such fates, but they would have to fight 

other Wampanoag people.
17

   

 However, the Saconet first needed to incorporate Church into their kinship and military 

systems before they would fight for him. Similar to a Mohegan ceremony witnessed forty years 

earlier during the Pequot War, and another Wampanoag ceremony witnessed the previous year 

by captive Mary Rowlandson, Peter Washanks, led a ritual that involved dancing in concentric 

circles around a fire and combat with firebrands against the spirits of opposing groups they were 

declaring war against.  Each pneise followed in turn. Church was brought into the inner circles 

with other elite warriors and initiated into their brotherhood, other men then swore loyalty to 

him. In return, Church promised them his friendship and protection. The ritual was sealed with 

the gift of a valuable musket that signified Church was now a Saconet pneise with the authority 

to call their men to war.
18

   

The Wampanoag who served under Church in the imperial wars continued to conduct 

similar ceremonies. In early 1690, with rumors afloat of a campaign against the Wabanaki, the 

Wampanoag of Dartmouth and Saconet anticipated being called to fight.  In April they held a 

meeting to reaffirm their support for Plymouth.  When they chose the captains who would lead 

them on the coming campaign, they conducted a ceremony very similar to the one presided over 

by Peter Washunks fourteen years earlier.
19

   Elite warriors again performed ritual combat, this 

time with the spirits of the Abenaki and French, declaring war on them.
20

  At least one hundred 

Wampanoag men were present at the ceremony, with fifty armed and in battle regalia and taking 
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part. Whether the English officers they selected joined in, as Church once had, was not 

recorded.
21

  Colonial officials not only permitted such rituals, six years later they mimicked 

them.  At a small ceremony in 1696 Massachusetts officials presented a musket to a leader they 

called Hugh after he and a small band of Nauset took up arms against the French, signifying, in 

recognizably Wampanoag ways, that he was now a war captain, a pneise, in the service of the 

Bay Colony.
22

 

 After Church was made a pneise in 1676 he took command of a combined company of 

Plymouth militiamen and Saconet warriors. The force consisted of two hundred men—one 

hundred and forty Englishmen and sixty Indians. He recommended this 2:1 ratio to later military 

planners because, in his opinion, it optimized English and Indian operational strengths. The 

Saconet scouted for enemy camps and reported intelligence back to Church. They also ambushed 

enemy war parties.  This unit served as the prototype for future companies Church raised during 

the colonial wars of the 1690s and early 1700s.
 23

 

While Church’s company was ostensibly one unit, it is clear the Wampanoag contingent 

usually operated independent of the main force.
24

  Church also recognized that they had cultural 

and political agendas of their own, distinct from English aims. These reveal the clear link 

between manhood, war, and, particularly, indigenous concepts of retributive justice.  After one 

action in King Philip’s War Saconet warriors pressed Church to pursue retreating Narragansetts 

as they “wanted to be revenged on them for killing some of their relations.” As this coincided 

with English objectives, Church told them “go and acquit themselves like men.”  After the action, 

he wrote, “[they] were mighty proud . . . and rejoiced much at the opportunity of avenging 

themselves.”
25

 

 Wampanoags under Church in King Philip’s War also had a say in who served in their 

company. Church augmented the number of Indians under his command by recruiting more men 
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from amongst the enemy Wampanoags his men had captured.  But approval from the Saconet 

was needed before recruits were invited to join. It is probably many had kinship connections to 

the men already in Church’s unit.  Church demanded professions of loyalty from those they 

approved and incorporated them into the force.
26

  These bonds forged an alliance between the 

Church family, Plymouth and later Massachusetts Colony, and the Saconet that lasted two 

generations.  

Accomplishments in war still mattered to Algonquians in southern New England in the 

eighteenth century.  On one level, Wampanoag men agreed to fight the Abenaki in the 1690s and 

early 1700s in order to gain much needed cash, food, and trade goods they now required, and to 

prove their loyalty to the Plymouth and later Massachusetts provincial governments. But mainly 

they did so to buttress native manhood in light of cultural changes wrought by colonialism and 

the influence of missionaries. The latter encouraged hunter-warriors to become sedentary 

farmers, which was women’s work in Algonquian culture.  In spite of such teachings, honor, 

reputation and status still accrued to Indian men who were proven warriors.
27

  Stephen Badger, 

missionary at nearby Natick observed warriors there were “embodied into a military corps,” and 

some were “invested with military titles,” which he noted proved a source of great pride.  Badger 

recalled that “they then held up their heads; [and] considered themselves of some importance.”
28

   

Oral tradition touts the exploits of one of Church’s Wampanoag soldiers, Benjamin Tuspaquin.  

Stories of his wartime accomplishments still circulated among his descendants in the nineteenth 

century.  They bragged that he bore facial scars from a wound received fighting for the English.
29

  

And on 26 May 1735, the Boston Gazette reported a story about members of a hunting part 

sitting around a campfire and boasting about their exploits in Governor Drummer’s War a decade 

earlier.  One Wampanoag veteran in the group talked proudly of “what Indians he had kill’d.” 
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As at Natick, Wampanoag social hierarchies were reflected in provincial military rank.  

From 1689-1726 respected elites and war leaders served in provincial companies as captains or 

lieutenants, while others were sergeants or corporals in units commanded by white officers.
30

 For 

instance, in 1696, Jethro, the son of a prominent Nantucket sunksquaw became a captain in 

Church’s force.  In 1704, Wampanoag James Church was commissioned a captain as well, while 

Robin Manchester was given the rank of lieutenant. In 1710, Benjamin Numpas of Little 

Compton was issued a captain’s commission by the Massachusetts governor.  He was the son of 

Numpas, one of Church’s original war captains.  While Numpas was subordinate in rank to his 

company’s white captain, Benjamin Church’s son, he was the leader of the unit’s Indians.
31

  A 

decade later, Peter Oliver from Herring Pond, Joseph Ralph, a Nauset, and John Pockonett and 

Josiah Peters, from Mashpee, were all made sergeants in the Wampanoag company led by 

Richard Bourne that was discussed earlier.
32

 

Traditionally, displays of bravery, martial acumen or physical prowess on the battlefield 

helped a warrior accrue manitou or spiritual power and increased his status among his people.
33

 

This imperative remained important to Wampanoags fighting in imperial wars.  One dramatic 

example of such a feat occurred in Casco Bay in September 1689 when the Saconet pneise 

Lightfoot singlehandedly turned the tide of battle.  Church’s force was pinned down and out of 

ammunition.  Lightfoot swam across a tidal creek with a keg of bullets under one arm while 

balanced a pack of gunpowder on his head—to keep it dry—all the while being shot at by 

opposing Abenaki warriors.
34

  This was just the sort of accomplishment that enhanced a 

warrior’s reputation. Not every Wampanoag soldier would perform such spectacular feats, but 

many smaller opportunities presented themselves providing warriors with chances to prove their 

mettle.
35
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An engagement a year later reveals the continued importance of purification rituals in the 

setting of the English army and further highlights the southern New England Algonquian martial 

ethos. One night Church issued orders to his English troops and Indians, led by Numpas, to camp 

close together for safety and not light a fire.  The Wampanoag laughed in his face and chided 

him for being afraid.  Numpas’s men then bivouacked on the opposite bank of a nearby creek 

and lit a fire and began singing and dancing. Swift punishments awaited English troops who 

challenged authority, but Church risked alienating the Wampanoag if he tried to force 

compliance or punish them for insubordination.
36

 

Ignoring orders, needling Church and displaying bravado were typical of native 

masculine rhetoric, first noted by ethnohistorian Nancy Shoemaker, which often involved 

bragging about one’s bravery and abilities.
37

  But Numpas’s men were not just ignoring Church.  

Having just returned from a lengthy patrol they felt proper ceremonial observances were in 

order.  Like with other Algonquian peoples, Wampanoag tradition dictated warriors perform 

purification rituals before and after going on a war party.
38

 As in hunting, in order to maintain 

the proper balance of spiritual forces and ensure continued success, rituals also needed to be 

observed that appeased supernatural “other than human beings” who aided war parties.
39

  A 

“strict course of purification,” according to historian Todd Romero, was required of warriors if 

they hoped to draw on the manitou of the gods and spirits they invoked.
40

 

Church thought the Wampanoag merely reckless.
41

   His worst fears were realized when 

the Abenaki attacked the camp during the ritual.
42

  The English and Wampanoag won the 

ensuing skirmish, but suffered dearly. One in five was a casualty.  In retribution, Numpas’s men 

plundered the enemy’s nearby camp, avenged their losses by killing two prisoners they captured, 

and scalped an imposing Abenaki war leader—which they saw as a major coup.
43

   And, once 

they turned the grisly trophy in to colonial authorities and collected the £5 bounty and divided it, 
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each man in the company was two shillings richer. Yet perhaps more important than the money, 

the taking and display of these trophies was a symbol of a warrior’s prowess and prestige. 

Wampanoag men took and displayed scalps before and during King Philip’s War and continued 

to do so in subsequent conflicts.
44

  

Between the 1680s and the 1720s military service for Wampanoag men was a choice, a 

sign of their agency within the colonial system, and something that fulfilled and even reinforced 

the hunter-warrior role.  But, starting as early as the first decade of the eighteenth century, and 

clearly noticeable as a trend by the 1720s, debt replaced choice as the primarily mechanism for 

recruiting Wampanoag men for the army.  Military service began to increasingly bear the marks 

of subjugation and exploitation that were fast becoming the norm for Indians in eighteenth-

century New England.  Many, if not most, Wampanoag soldiers by the time of Governor 

Drummer’s War were indentured servants with only limited freedom of choice.  Also, the Great 

Awakening in the 1730s and 1740s profoundly impacted and reshaped Indian religion and 

culture in the region.  On top of that, when imperial conflict recommenced in the 1740s and 

1750s, colonial officials who wanted and needed large regiments trained in conventional 

European tactics. Many felt they no longer needed Indian warriors. Few all-Indian companies 

were formed in New England, leaving most Wampanoags who enlisted in the later colonial wars 

minority soldiers in almost exclusively white regiments. Dog sacrifices, pneise ceremonies, 

purification rituals, elite Indians serving as officers, and other noticeably Algonquian military 

practices became a thing of the past.  
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